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Recent studies (see, for example, [1, 2]) show that large negative ion densities exist in

plasma processing discharges, including those of weakly electronegative gases such as SiH4

and CF4. Also, there is strong evidence that the negative ions could be the precursors

for particulate formation in processing discharges; see [1], and also other references in [3].

Even though it is now well established that large concentrations of negative ions exist in

processing discharges, and that they play a crucial role in such discharges, the source of

such high negative ion densities has not been clarified. In particular, gases like SiH4 and

CH4, which are commonly used in processing discharges, attach electrons only weakly in

their ground electronic states, see the references in [3, 4]. Due to the lack of an alternative

mechanism, the origin of large negative ion densities in such weakly electronegative gases

has been frequently attributed to electron attachment to radicals (molecular fragments)

or other byproducts produced in the discharge. This hypothesis had not been tested in

direct electron attachment measurements.

During the past few years we have observed enhanced negative ion formation via

electron attachment to laser-excited, high-Rydberg (HR) states of SiH4 [3, 5], CH4 [4],

and C2F2C12 [6], (The HR states are electronically-excited states located close to the

ionization potential (IP ) of a moIecule, and have characteristically large cross sections for

various processes as well as long lifetimes [7].) These studies clearly showed that many

orders of magnitude enhancement in electron attachment rate constants are associated

with the HR states compared to the respective ground electronic states. In addition, in the

cases of SiH4 [5] and C2F2 C12 [6], it was experimentally shown that electron attachment

to any laser-produced radicals was much weaker compared to the HR states. In the case

of C2F2C12 [6], electron attachment rate constant for the C2F2CI radical was about an

order of magnitude larger than the ground ‘state of C2F2 C12; yet the electron attachment

rate constant for the HR states was estimated to be at least four orders of magnitude

larger compared to the ground state. .

The extremeIy large electron attachment rate constants associated with the HR states

of molecules are due to the large polarizabilit ies associated with such states. The polari-

zation potential responsible for the electron capture, Vpol , is given by,
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where CYis the molecular polarizability, e the electron charge, and r is the distance between

the charged particle and the molecule. Vogt and Wannier [8] showed that the quantum

mechanical capture cross section, a=, (in cm2) is given by,

(2)

where a. is the Bohr radius, and cr and E are the polarizability and the electron energy

in atomic units.

Even though polarizabilities of highly-excited molecular states have not been reported,,
to our knowledge those for HR states of several atoms have been reported, see [9] and

references therein. From these measurements, CYx n7 where a is in at omit units, and n is

the principal quantum number. Thus, Eq. 2 above can be simplified to yield an electron

attachment rat e constant, k=, given by,

k. ~ l@3n7/2 (3)

Thus, this estimated value of k= is independent of the electron energy. For example, a

HR state with n=50 would have a k= value of E 10–2cnz3s-l, which is an extremely large

rate constant.

In general, the efficient negative ion formation observed in plasma processing dischar-

ges that use weakly electron attaching gases could be due to enhanced electron attach-

ment to one or more of the following species produced in the discharge: (i) radicals

and/or byproducts produced in the discharge via decomposition of the parent molecule,

(ii) vibrationally-excited states of the ground electronic state, and (iii) electronically-

excited states, in particular HR states. In the first two cases, even though it is possible

these species may have electron attachment rate constants larger than the parent mole-

cule in its ground state, those rate constants would be ~ 10-8cm3s-l in most cases. In

contrast, the HR states can have electron attachment rate constants many orders of ma-

gnitude larger, as we estimated above. Our laser studies have shown that the HR states

of a variety of molecules have electron attachment rate constants in the range of 10-7 to

10-3 C?723S-1,see [3] and references therein.

Recently we have developed a plasma mixing scheme [10, 11] to populate highly-

excited states of molecules and to observe electron attachment to those excited states in

discharge plasmas. This technique is based on the production of long-lived metastable

states of rare gases using a glow discharge, and the population of highly-excited states of

a given molecule via excitation transfer from the rare-gas met ast able states. The details

of this technique are described in [1I]. Basically, in a flowing plasma reactor plasma
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from a rare gas discharge are extracted to an adjoining region (called the target region).

A molecular gas with an 1P just above the energy of the rare gas is fed into this target

region where excitation transfer leads to the population of HR states of the molecular gas.

These HR states in turn attach electrons that are also extracted to the target region by

the flowing plasma with the assistance of a magnetic field. The reduction of the electron

density in the target region with the introduction of the molecular gas can be monitored

by using a Langmuir probe [10, 11]. Furthermore, the production of negative ions in

the target region was verified by conducting a photodetachment experiment [1I]. Using

this technique, we have observed enhanced electron attachment to highly-excited states of

several molecules including CH4 and NO (using Ar and Xe as the rare gases). Langmuir

probe curves for these two gas mixtures are shown in Fig. 1. By monitoring the electron

densities with and without the molecular gas, it was possible to estimate the electron

attachment rate constant associated with electron attachment to HR states of molecules,

and in the case of the Ar/ CH4 combination, the rate constant for the HR states of CH4

was estimated be > 10-5crn3s- 1 [11], similar to those estimated in the laser experiments
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FIG. 1. Formation of negative ions. Flow rate of rare gases was 10 seem. (a) n. = 1.2 x 109

cm ‘3, Te = l.leV, B=250 G, Id=28 mA, Par=O.02 Torr; (b) n. = 5 x 108 cm-3, Te = 0.6eV,

B=346 G, Id=8 mA, Pze=O.015 Torr. .

Dissociative electron attachment leads to the formation of neutral molecular fragments

(radicals) in addition to fragment negative ions. For example, for the Ar/ CH4 combina-

tion discussed above, electron attachment to HR states of CH4 leads to the formation of
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CH3 radicals in addition to the H- ion; it was estimated that CH3 radical densities of the

order of 1012cm-3 were produced in that experiment [11]. Radicals are believed to play

an important role in et thing/ deposition of materials. Enhanced electron attachment to

highly-excited states could also be a major channel for the formation of radicals in plas-

ma processing discharges. It must be noted that many plasma processing reactors use

molecular gases in mixtures with rare gases; therefore, electron attachment to HR states

of the molecular gas populated via excitation transfer from the rare gas met ast able states

is likely to occur in those reactors. In addition, HR states of molecules can be produced

via electron impact [3].

It is clear from the above studies that electron attachment to highly-excited states of

molecules could play a significant role in the eflicient negative ion and radical formati-

on observed in processing &charges. Therefore, this process needs to be considered in

modeling of processing discharges.
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